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It is well known that the topology of gauge configurations generated in a Markov Monte-Carlo
chain freezes as the continuum limit is approached. The corresponding autocorrelation time in-
creases exponentially with the inverse lattice spacing, affecting the ergodicity of the simulation.
In SU(N) gauge theories for large N this problem sets in at much coarser lattice spacings than
for N = 3. This means that its systematics can be studied on lattices that are smaller in terms of
the number of lattice sites. It has been shown that using open boundary conditions in time allows
instantons to be created and destroyed, restoring topological mobility and ergodicity. However,
with open boundary conditions translational invariance is lost and the influence of spurious states
propagating from the boundary into the bulk on physical correlators needs to be carefully eval-
uated. Moreover, while the total topological charge can be changed, the mobility of instantons
across the lattice is still reduced. We consider SU(7) Yang-Mills theory and analyse its topolog-
ical content in the periodic and open boundary condition cases. We also investigate scalar and
pseudo-scalar glueball correlation functions.
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1. Introduction
Lattice QCD has become a very reliable tool to produce first principles calculation. When
the continuum limit is approached, a problem arises when periodic boundary conditions are in
use. In fact, the transition probability between different topological sectors of the gauge fields is
suppressed towards large values of the lattice coupling parameter β and the Markov chain produced
in this way might lack of ergodicity. This therefore introduces a systematic error which is difficult
to take into account and might lead to wrong results, at least for those observable which are sensitive
to the topological content of the theory. In this work we will address this issue and in particular
we will explore the use of open boundary conditions [1], which are now starting to be used for a
more systematical and well-defined study of glueball observables [2] and for the meson and baryon
spectrum [3].
In this work, we focus on the N = 7 Yang-Mills theory, relevant to the generalisation of QCD
to the large-N limit, where the problem of frozen topology is worsened by a mechanism which
suppresses the creation of small instantons. In order to better understand the origin and the con-
sequences of this slowing down, we study the Monte Carlo evolution of the topological charge
on periodic and open temporal boundary lattices. Additionally, we investigate the instanton size
distribution, which reveals the presence of small dislocations near the boundary, crucial for global
changes in topology. We also measure correlators of plaquettes and of the topological charge den-
sity in the two cases.
2. Numerical simulations
Simulations are performed at one value of the gauge coupling β = 34.8343, the same used for
meson spectroscopy studies on PBC lattices in [4]. At this coupling, the square root of the string
tension was found to be a
√
σ ' 0.2093, which gives a ' 0.94 fm, assuming σ = (440MeV)2.
Configurations were saved every 200 composite sweeps with each composite sweep comprising of
1 heatbath followed by 4 overrelaxation updates. We present results for only one volume, which
has Ns = 16 points for the spatial directions and Nt = 64 for the temporal one. We use lattices
that are either periodic in all directions (referred to as PBC lattices) or lattices periodic in the three
spatial directions and open in the temporal direction (OBC lattices). Both lattices have a statistics
of NCFG ∼ 3000. Using the same generation parameter for the OBC and the PBC case allows for
a meaningful comparison of correlations and statistical errors in terms of the number of sweeps.
In the updates, the SU(7) links were generated using a Cabibbo-Marinari procedure. A technical
description of a simulation with open boundary conditions (OBC) can be found, e.g. in [1].
3. Monte Carlo evolution of the topological charge
We study the autocorrelation of the total topological charge Q. On a lattice, in terms of the
plaquettes, this quantity is defined as
Q=
1
32pi2
Nt−1
∑
t=0
q(t) , q(t) =∑
~x
∑
i,µ<ν
εµνρσUµν(t,~x)Uρσ (t,~x) , (3.1)
2
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Figure 1: (Left) Distribution and Monte Carlo history of the topological charge on a 163×64 lattice.
(Right) Monte Carlo time correlator of the topological charge on 163×64 lattices as a function of
the number ∆t = 5,37 of time slices considered. The dashed line indicates the computed integrated
autocorrelation time τint.
where q(t) is the topological charge density per time-slice. Traditionally, one way to filter the ultra-
violet fluctuations affecting this operator has been cooling [5]. More recently, another smoothing
procedure, the Wilson flow [6], has been proposed. The advantage of the Wilson flow over cooling
is that, in the former case, the smoothing procedure is continuous (i.e. it depends on a continuous
parameter, the flow step, that can be taken infinitesimal) and is related to the asymptotic solution
of classical equations that drive the system towards the minimum of the action. In [7] it was shown
that topological properties are insensitive to the chosen smoother and in our study we have used
both methods and found compatible results.
We report the Monte Carlo history and distribution of the total topological charge in Fig. 1 (left)
for both open and periodic boundary conditions. Smaller lattices provide a similar overall picture.
The Monte Carlo history shows a wider fluctuating topological charge for the OBC case, which
is an indication of good decorrelation. Conversely, topology on the PBC set takes much longer
to change. Following Ref. [9], we compute1 the integrated autocorrelation time τint. We consider
temporal slabs of size ∆t centred at (Nt + 1)/2 for the computation and in Fig. 1 (right) we show
the results for two values of ∆t. Since the effect of boundaries is expected to be negligible at large
Nt , restricting the computation on a temporal slab of the lattice should give comparable results for
1This computation needs to be taken with a pinch of salt when the temporal series has a length that is comparable to
the correlation time, as it is the case for our largest lattice with PBC. However, here we are interested in estimates rather
than in exact quantifications, and for our purposes the computation is adequate.
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Figure 2: Left: instanton size distribution on a 163×64 lattice, on PBC, OBC including time slices
close to the boundaries and OBC considering only slabs far from the boundaries. Right: ratio of
the total number of instantons NI = N+ +N− with OBC over the same quantity with PBC on a
163×64 lattice as a function of the time coordinate.
both PBC and OBC, as shown by the case with ∆t = 5. As we include more temporal slabs in the
computation, τint increases significantly in the PBC case, while it remains small for the OBC one.
4. Instanton dynamics
The total topological charge Q of a configuration can be viewed in terms of instantons as
Q = N+−N−, where N+ (N−) is the total number of instantons with positive (negative) topo-
logical charge (for a review see e.g. [10]). In the instanton gas model, it is possible to carry out
semiclassical calculations under the assumption that instantons are diluted and can be treated inde-
pendently. This model, though too simplistic since it neglects interactions, proves to be adequate
for the semi-quantitative level of our discussion. Identifying instantons on a lattice is not a straight-
forward process and here we follow [11].
A simple large-N argument shows that the expected size distribution of small instantons, D(ρ),
where ρ is the size in lattice units, scales as ρ
11
3 N−5 with the number N of colors. This shows that
small instantons are suppressed at large N. On a lattice, an (anti-)instanton is created or destroyed at
the ultraviolet length scale a. The appearance or disappearance of (anti-)instantons is the physical
mechanism for the change of the topological charge in a Monte Carlo sequence. We expect only
instantons at the typical physical length of the system to influence the dynamics. This means that,
in order to produce a change, instantons either need to grow from the ultraviolet to the physical
scale or shrink from the physical scale to the ultraviolet. The large-N suppression of instantons
at the ultraviolet scale is a plausible explanation for the observed slow change in topology with
PBC as N increases. This mechanism has already been studied in [12, 8]. In our work, we wish to
compare the instanton dynamics on periodic and open boundary lattices.
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The size of instantons is determined from local peaks of the topological charge density us-
ing Eq. (12) of [11]. The distribution in size (which we normalise to 1) can then be worked out
by analysing the whole Monte Carlo series. An analysis on our configurations gives the distri-
butions reported in Fig. 2 left. The distribution obtained with PBC is indistinguishable from the
one obtained with OBC when the observations are restricted to a slab far from the boundaries,
i.e. 9 ≤ t ≤ 54. In particular, both cases show the expected suppression of small size instantons.
When all temporal slices are considered for the OBC system, we observe a sharp peak emerging
at small sizes. The implication of the result for the size distribution would be that small instantons
localised near the open boundaries are crucial at changing the topology, while the open boundary
and periodic systems have the same size distribution far in the bulk.
To corroborate this conclusion, we have studied the total number of instantons NI = N++N−
as a function of the time slice. Fig. 2 right reports the ratio between this quantity computed on the
open boundary system (NOBCI ) and the same observable computed with PBC (N
PBC
I ). While the
ratio becomes clearly one after 5 lattice spacings, its behaviour near the boundary indicates a surge
of topological activity (which, from the size distribution, appears to be due to small dislocations)
on the first slice followed by a sharp suppression on the second slice, while for t > 2, the ratio
settles near 1. A possible explanation is that the open boundary acts as a source and attractor of
dislocations. Only few dislocations are able to penetrate the bulk, but they seem to be crucial for
generating the right topological charge distribution.
5. Glueball correlators and glueball masses
The slow dynamics of the topological charge with PBC could in principle affect spectral
masses, and in particular the masses of states that couple to the topological charge density q(t).
Since the latter quantity is negative under parity, for a SU(N) gauge theory, one might expect the
0−+ glueball mass to have a systematic error relating to the slow modes of Q. Moreover, the loss of
ergodicity with PBC could also create a less direct systematic effect on other spectral masses. We
then investigate the plaquette-plaquette correlator (from which we can extract the mass of the 0++
glueball) and the correlator of q(t) (whose asymptotic decay gives the mass of the 0−+ glueball)
on periodic and open boundary lattices. In order to compare the spectral tower, we study the ratio
of those correlators at varying temporal separation t. The correlators GO(t) are defined as:
GO(t) =
1
nt0
nt0
∑
i=1
〈O(t i0)O(t i0 + t)〉 (5.1)
where the sum is carried out over a set of nt0 time slices and the operator O(t) is either q(t) or the
spatial plaquette averaged over the volume. In the case of PBC we use all available time slices,
i.e. nt0 = Nt with t0 = 0, . . . ,Nt − 1 and the parameter t runs from 0 to Nt/2 + 1. In the case
of OBC, we chose nt0 = 8 values for t0 far from the boundary, specifically t0 = 15, . . . ,18 with
t = 0,1, . . . ,(Nt/2+1) and t0 = 45, . . . ,48 with t = 0,−1, . . . ,−(Nt/2+1).
We smooth our configurations using the Wilson Flow, for various values of the flow time tw.
Our results are reported in Fig. 3. As expected, the signal disappears into noise after few lattice
spacings, but general trends can already be noticed. In particular, while the plaquette-plaquette
correlator is compatible with one in the region in which it is determined with sufficient accuracy, it
5
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Figure 3: Ratio of correlators of gluonic operators on PBC and on OBC for (left) plaquette and
(right) topological charge density, at three values of the flow time tw.
is possible to notice a tendency of the q(t) correlator to deviate from one, signalling the presence of
a lighter mode in OBC. Pending more detailed investigations, these observations seem to indicate
that the lack of ergodicity with PBC does not significantly affect scalar glueball masses while at
least the lighter pseudo-scalar glueballs are affected.
While the data are too noisy in the pseudoscalar channel, for the scalar one we attempted to
extract the ground-state glueball mass, obtaining a result of am0++ = 0.613(26). This is compatible
with the same quantity determined in [13] for SU(6) and SU(8) at a comparable lattice spacing.
6. Conclusions
The effects of the large-N slowing down of topology have been investigated for SU(7) gauge
theory by comparing the system on periodic and open temporal boundary lattices. The latter bound-
ary conditions have proved to significantly decrease the correlation of the topological charge. How-
ever, our investigation has shown that in the bulk of the system, far from the boundary, the topo-
logical charge has a similar correlation time on the two systems. This confirms the expectations
that when the system size is large enough the boundary does not influence the physics. The instan-
ton size distribution shows that small instantons are concentrated near the temporal boundaries of
OBC lattices, with the instanton size distribution being the same in the bulk for OBC and PBC. This
shows that the mechanism that changes the topological charge seems to be related to dislocation
detaching from the boundary and growing into the bulk. While suppressed, this phenomenon seems
to be frequent enough to determine a distribution of Q that indicates good ergodicity through the
topological sectors. The effects of topology on the glueball spectrum have also been investigated.
The absence of any deviation of the plaquette-plaquette correlator with PBC from that obtained
on OBC lattices seems to imply that a potential lack of ergodicity, as signalled by the distribution
of Q, does not affect the scalar glueball tower. Conversely, the topological charge density corre-
lator with OBC conditions deviates from that with PBC. Future directions of this work include a
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comparison of the full glueball spectrum on the two setups using variational methods and Wilson
flow techniques, in order to expose potential systematic effects in ground-state and excited masses
in various channels. In addition, to get a better understanding of the dynamics of the topological
modes, further investigations at larger N and smaller lattice spacings should be performed.
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